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autumn Edition
By: Jerry "Ricochet" Fritze
COVID has certainly changed a lot of things. For one thing, trying to get contractors has
been a real nightmare. Every time someone on a crew gets exposed the whole team shuts down for
two weeks. This has led to innumerable delays. So, Halloween week we are expecting to have our
trees trimmed, a plumber replace the deep sink fixtures, the last of our doors replaced, the touch-up painting
completed and have new gutters installed. As of the 23rd no one had called to reschedule anything. Then, to
round out the week, the girls will be down on Friday and stay for the weekend. Sometimes I get the feeling
like I should just jump out of an airplane but then, I’m not that crazy.
Speaking of which, who the hell was I kidding? By the end of August I was off-roading my bike. There are some
single-bike “mountain” trails here and I’ve been on them a few times. This is a new experience for me. The trails
in Arizona I rode were wide, with groomed packed-sand and gravel, plenty of elbow room and moderate grades.
Up here these single trails run through woods that are steep, with barely a foot of clearance on either side and full of
nasty roots. Quite unlike anything I’ve ever been on. There is a fine “balance versus speed plus center-of-gravity”
line that has to be maintained. And quite accidentally, and only because I am unfamiliar with these runs, I got airborne. It
was kind of a “fear can be exciting” feeling. I’m lucky I didn’t plant the front tire and pull an “endo”, which, if you’re unfamiliar
with the word is short-hand for ass over head, or end-over. As it is I’ve had the bike in the shop twice in four months for
adjustments as I ride it hard on typical groomed off-road trails through farm country. To date the longest ride is 18 miles in
90 minutes and I’ve dropped 15 lbs in four months. I’ve been out in the cold and rain testing out new gear and I’m looking
forward to winter riding.
I’ve dusted off an old poem of mine, tweaked a couple of words to smooth out the meter and added some graphics to it,
and I present it on page 8. I tracked down some additional news-worthy items so the epilogue to Green Tails Over ‘Nam will
probably be in the Winter Edition. After that I’ll begin the background information which will lead up to the Fists first combat strikes
in the Hornet.
~Later!~
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Mission Statement
Perpetuate the history of Naval Aviation Squadrons
VT-17, VA-6B, VA-65, VA-25 and VFA-25,
Remember deceased veterans and comfort their
survivors,
Conduct charitable and educational programs,
Foster and participate in activities of patriotic nature,
Assist current active squadron members, and
Provide assistance to family members in times of
emergency.

Greetings from Park City, UT where the first snow
has fallen, and remained on the ground ever so
briefly to announce the coming of winter. It is the only
thing that’s been normal this year as the coronavirus,
a Presidential campaign, and wildfires and
hurricanes lash the world around us. Nonetheless,
I’m happy to report that several members of the
squadron are taking advantage of our associations
educational grants and your Board of Directors is
already in the preplanning mode for a possible
reunion in 2021, Coronavirus permitting.
On a personal note, I was privileged to participate
in a tandem parachute jump with the U.S.Army’s
Parachute Demonstration Team, The Golden
Knights, on September 29th at Perris, CA. Needless
to say, that’s something that I never looked forward
to doing during my days as an A-7E driver although
several of my squadron mates, including former
skipper Pete Ogle, were forced to eject from their
aircraft for various reasons. I can only say that the jump was one helluva adrenaline rush, one that took several hours for
recovery. Well, maybe being 70 years old had something to do with it also. The nearby photo sure looks good though, doesn’t
it?
During this quiet time, we’re going to work on further building the membership, especially seeking life members, and adding
a few perks to that membership level. More of that in a future newsletter. Meanwhile, stay safe, healthy and enjoy the football
season.
John “Chalks” Chalker
President
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Blue Angels Tour Dates
Nov 16/17 NAS Pensacola Blue Angels Homecoming Air Show :
Canceled due to COVID concerns. The 2021 schedule has been released
and the Blues will be celebrating 75 years of air show performances. The
Navy Flight Exhibition Team performed its first flight demonstration June 15,
1946, at their home base, Naval Air Station (NAS) Jacksonville, Florida. Lt.
Cmdr. Roy "Butch" Voris led the team and flew the Grumman F6F-5 Hellcat.

The Old man’s corner
Greetings! Hope this update finds everyone safe and healthy. Entering the final
months of 2020 we still find ourselves dealing with a pandemic, and the logistical
challenges that accompany such an environment in the military. The FIST’s are still
using an A/B shift construct, to mitigate exposure in the event someone were to test
positive. I continue to discuss the importance of social distancing, masks, and
hygiene measures that can help prevent spread/contraction.
Two more pilots have completed their tours with VFA-25 and moved on to their next
commands. We said farewell to LCDR “FECH” Lail and LT “Ice-P” Chen earlier this
month following very successful tours with the Fist’s. That takes us down to eight
remaining pilots in the ready room. Our ready room size has almost halved since
deployment. Nevertheless, we continue to set the bar here on the flight-line for
tactical execution and professionalism in the skies. I could not be more proud of this
ready room and the example they set each day.
The squadron has just completed a two-week Material Condition Inspection (MCI)
Reset. These two weeks include training and instruction from the professionals at the
type wing. The goal is simple – continue improving the material condition of these
beautiful aircraft so they remain ready to take to the skies and defend the seas.
Aircraft 402 was selected for the training evolution. Often times an aircraft comes out
of MCI reset in a “down status” due to pending corrosion repairs located during the
process. However, Fist aircraft 402 began in an “up status” – and remains in an “up status”; something rarely seen across the
flight line. What a testament to the quality and caliber of this maintenance team!
Late October we’ll take our six aircraft, eight pilots, and roughly 100 maintainers to Tynall AFB for two weeks in order to
participate in CHECKERED FLAG, as well as a missile shoot. We will be fighting side-by-side with our Air Force friends, including
F-15’s, F-16’s, F-35’s and F-22’s. We are excited for this dynamic and challenging opportunity. I look forward to sharing the
successes with you during my next letter. Keep safe and healthy.
Cheers!
V/R,
CDR Jake “SMiR” Rose

The Zombie in the Cockpit:

By: LT Chris “Meat” Honeycutt

Working within COVID-19 mitigation policies, Fist pilots continue to train and maintain
proficiency in the air. We recently had a unique opportunity to refine our skills in the close
air support maritime environment with Seal Team 7. After a few weeks of coordination, we
sent two waves of fighters down to the W-291 working area off the coast of San Diego.
Armed with 20mm and simulated laser JDAM, we provided armed over watch for a
“notional” fleet executing a strait transit.
Once we checked in with our FAC(A) who was located in the back of a UH-1 Huey, we
received the lowdown and observed as AH-1 Cobras executed AGM-114 Hellfire attacks.
As soon as they prosecuted their targets, the FAC(A) talked our sensors on to multiple
FAC/FIAC targets towing rubber spars charging towards San Clemente Island and “9Lines” quickly followed. We were given Type 3 control and told to engage – “TOT Soonest!” We rolled in multiple times laying waste to the rubber spars until we were all
Winchester and called “Engagement complete.” It was a thrill rolling in and refining our
aim points on the moving targets as we came down on the trigger. Fighters in the pattern
were able to use the ATFLIR to get BDA on the spars as we heard “Good effects, good
effects!” from the FAC(A). After executing sim JDAM attacks we checked off station and
headed back to NAS Lemoore. The entire evolution from planning, briefing, execution and
debriefing was very valuable training added for both us and Seal Team 7. We look forward
to continuing our training with Seal Team 7 in the months to come.
Right now the closest alligator to the canoe is our upcoming detachment to Tyndall AFB in early November for CHECKERED
FLAG 21-1. We are honing our skills in the simulator and in the air every day as we prepare for high end mission sets as well as
some much anticipated DACT with 4th and 5th gen Air Force assets.

From davy jones locker:
Greetings Fellow Fists,
My name is LS3 Titsworth and I hail from Kansas City,
Missouri. I joined the Navy in 2016 as an Intelligence
Specialist and have been afforded the opportunity to work
alongside some of the greatest minds in the world. Intel
Specialist was a job I took great pride in. It allowed me to
thrive in a fast-paced environment that not only challenged
my way of thinking but also empowered me with the ability
to impact world events based on my own research and
analysis. After completion of C school and two tours in fifth
fleet, I was determined to make a full career in the service.
That changed in the spring of 2018 when my security clearance was denied
and I was stricken from the rating I had invested so much in. I was given two
choices: separate from the Navy or choose another rating – so I chose Logistics
Specialist. I initially balked at the idea of having to undertake a new profession
from scratch but I decided to give it a try.
I arrived to VFA 25 mid-2018, and I must say – it has been a journey. When
one gets five year orders to a desolate location that few know exist – all while
learning the complexities of a new rating, the likelihood of negativity entering the
mind is high. My weaknesses and self-doubts made me want to hide from
challenges, but I was blessed to have strong mentors in my corner – ones that
dedicated time to understand me, challenged me to repel complacency and strive
for excellence in all facets. I now thrive as the Command HAZMAT, METCAL and
IMRL Supervisor and am fully qualified in rate. In addition, I am currently five
classes away from earning my Bachelor’s degree. One of my goals is to earn a
commission as a Naval Officer.
I’ve dedicated ample time to achieving proficiency in my craft and tenaciously
inspire my team to do the same. I have the utmost gratitude for being blessed
with the opportunity to lead and cultivate the skills of others. It’s refreshing to see
the fruits of consistent hard work and dedication. Becoming the best version of myself has allowed me to connect better with my
team, and also be someone they can trust in every way. I’ve got two more years of being a Fist, and I’m excited to unlock the
potential the future holds.
LS3 Titsworth, Able, D.

Have you paid your 2020 Dues?

Only Voting Members have access to the Directory

Annual Dues:
$25/YR
Life Time Dues
$200
Mail dues to Financial Officer:
Chuck Webster 2441 Lock B Road North Clarksville TN 37043

Become a Voting Member!
Visit the Base Exchange at
www.fistofthefleet.org

$$$$ Fist of the fleet association financial news $$$$
2020 Mid-Year Financial Report
The financial health of the Association is still on solid ground. As of 30 June 2020, the Association has a balance of
$14,947.35 in savings and $7,072.28 in checking with the Navy Federal Credit Union for a total of $22,019.63
One of the main indicators of the Association’s financial health and stability is the continued growth of its dues paying annual
members and new life members. This number increased during the early months of 2020 with annual members Gunner Mills,
Kevin FitzGerald, Guy Vereb, Steve Anderson and Alan Kleier paying their annual dues and new Life Members Steven Helmer,
Stuart Bugg, and Anthony Kiggins.
First six months of 2020, no educational requests for Educational Grants from the squadron were received. We need to
remember that the squadron was deployed for 291 days during the year of 2019. The Association hopes that squadron members
get back on track with taking college classes and make request to the Association for Educational Grants.
I’m happy to report that the Association received a restricted donation of $200.00 ear marked for the educational fund from a
member.
The Finance Officer also submitted Annual Electronic Notice (e-Postcard) Form 990-N to the IRS for renewal of the
Association’s Small Exempt Non-Profit Organization status. At the same time the SI-100 Form was sent to the Secretary of State
for California with a $20.00 payment for renewal of the California Non-Profit status.
Chuck “Pooh” Webster

Did you know: navy, military and other information
China's 1st Supercarrier Could Feature EMALS Launch Technology
By: Richard Sisk Military.com Sept 18, ‘20
China has been making steady progress
building its third aircraft carrier, the first expected to rival the "supercarriers" of the U.S.
fleet in size and capability, according to satellite photos and analysis by the Center for Strategic and International Studies. China's Global
Times tabloid, viewed as an organ of the Chinese Communist Party, reported Sept 13 that
the new carrier could be launched late this
year or early next. The tabloid also cited an
unnamed military expert as saying that the
new carrier will "likely" feature an electromagnetic aircraft launch system, similar to the
newest operational U.S. aircraft carrier,
the Gerald R. Ford. The 10 other carriers in
the U.S. fleet use steam-powered catapults to
launch aircraft.
CSIS said that it is not yet possible to assess whether the new carrier will have an
electromagnetic launch system, "but unofficial
sources suggest that China has made significant headway in developing this technology." In its Sept 16 report CSIS included high-resolution satellite photos showing the carrier
laid out in hull blocks at the Jiangnan shipyard on the outskirts of Shanghai. CSIS estimated the length of the hull blocks at 297 meters, or 974 feet, but added, "As construction continues, we expect the vessel to lengthen by several meters with the addition of the
flight deck." By comparison, the Ford's length is 1,106 feet.
China currently has two carriers -- the Liaoning, a converted Soviet-era warship, and the domestically-built Shandong. Both feature "ski jump" sloped flight decks to launch aircraft. In its annual report to Congress on China's military strength issued Sept 1, the
Defense Department estimated that China's third aircraft carrier could be operational by 2023. The report also said that China's military has already surpassed the U.S. in missile development, number of warships and air defense systems.
The CSIS report on China's new carrier was issued the same day that Defense Secretary Mark Esper announced a new plan for
the Navy to build out the U.S. fleet to 355 ships or more, overhaul shipyards and construct unmanned surface and submarine
combatants -- if funding becomes available. China currently "cannot match the U.S. when it comes to naval power," he said, adding,
"We must stay ahead, we must retain our overmatch, and we will keep building."

China's New Plane Sure Looks like an American Hawkeye Knock-off
By: Kyle Mizokami Popular Mechanics Aug 31, ‘20
The new KJ-600 airborne early warning and control aircraft, which flew for this first
time this weekend, will act as the unblinking eye of the fleet, detecting enemy threats far
in advance and allowing a carrier to send its jets where they’re needed the most. An
aircraft carrier is a powerful, flexible air power platform, capable of both offensive and
defensive missions thousands of miles from home.
The invention of the airborne early warning and control plane (AEW&C) solved that
problem. These planes are large, unarmed aircraft that mount a powerful search radar
on pylons above the fuselage. Two to three radar operators sit in the back of the plane,
analyzing radar returns, keeping track of friendly and enemy forces, and vectoring
friendly fighters and attack jets toward enemy forces. Today, the U.S. and French navies
fly the E-2 Hawkeye, a proven platform in service since the 1960s. The AEW&C’s
importance in both offensive and defensive roles keeps planes and their crews busy. In
the offense, a plane like the KJ-600 would fly alongside a flight of carrier-based fighters flying an anti-ship or strike mission against
targets on the ground. The AEW&C plane would spot incoming enemy fighters, vectoring fighter escorts to intercept them before
they could interfere with the mission. The KJ-600 could analyze multiple flights of enemy jets and determine the best way to deal
with them. KJ-600 will be a familiar sight to aviation enthusiasts. Grainy photographs out of China depict a plane that is practically
identical to the E-2 Hawkeye. The plane was developed by the Xi’an Aircraft Company, which also built China’s Y-20 heavy
transport airplane. According to Jane’s, the KJ-600 was spotted in June and August at the Chinese Flight Test Establishment at
Xian Yanliang. The KJ-600 won’t fly from China’s existing aircraft carriers. Prop-powered planes like the E-2D and KJ-600 can’t
generate enough ready power to take off using a ski jump. Instead, China’s new plane will operate from the new Type 003 carrier,
currently under construction at the Jiangnan Shipyard in Shanghai, and future carriers. Type 003 will be the first Chinese carrier
with a catapult system that can launch even large propeller-driven aircraft like the KJ-600
into the air.
The People’s Liberation Army Navy is advancing rapidly in building up a modern carrier
capability, and a new airborne early warning and control airplane will take Chinese naval
aviation to the next level. Aircraft like the KJ-600 show China is serious about building a
fleet to rival the mighty U.S. Navy—at least in the Pacific and possible beyond.

Blue Notes
Master Chief Avionics Technician (AW/SW) James M. Hernandez is a native of Norwalk, California,
and graduated from John A. Rowland High School in 1992. He enlisted in the U.S. Navy in June 1994,
where he completed basic training and Airman Apprenticeship training at Recruit Training Command,
Great Lakes, Illinois. James then reported to Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA) 22 at Naval Air Station
(NAS) Lemoore, California, as an Airman working on the F/A-18C Hornet. He reported to Fleet
Readiness Squadron, VFA-125, NAS Lemoore, in 1998, where he served as an Aviation Electrician’s
Mate Collateral Duty Inspector on F/A-18A-D Hornets.
In 2000, James reported to VFA-25, where he was Leading Petty Officer of the Aviation Electrician
and Troubleshooters Branch, completing two Western Pacific and 5th Fleet deployments, supporting
Operations Enduring Freedom, Southern Watch, Iraqi Freedom and Maritime Intercept Operations on
board USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN 72). In 2004, James reported to the Center for Naval Aviation
Technical Training Unit at NAS Lemoore, and served as a Master Training Specialist instructing the F/A18E/F Super Hornet Organizational Electrical Systems Maintenance Course.
In 2008, James reported to VFA-41 Lemoore, California, where he advanced to Chief Petty Officer. James then transferred to
Carrier Air Wing (CAG) 9 in 2011, where he served as the CAG Flight Deck Coordinator on board USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74),
and advanced to Senior Chief Petty Officer. James next reported to Commander, Strike Fighter Wing Pacific Detachment
(CSFWPD) at NAS Fallon, Nevada, in 2014, and served as Quality Assurance Officer, Maintenance Senior Chief Petty Officer and
Maintenance Material Control Officer in support of eight Strike Fighter Tactics Instructor “TOPGUN” Courses.
In 2017, James was advanced to Master Chief Petty Officer while assigned to VFA-103 at NAS Oceana, Virginia, where he
completed a 5th Fleet deployment embarked on USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN 72). James is a graduate of the U.S. Navy Senior
Enlisted Academy in Newport, Rhode Island. He holds an Aerospace Maintenance Technician Certification with SpaceTec, Cape
Canaveral, Florida and a Federal Communications Commission License with radar endorsement. James joined the Blue Angels in
October 2019. His personal awards include four Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medals, five Navy and Marine Corps
Achievement Medals, and various unit and campaign awards.

Impressions
October 31st, 1989

Groves of whispering woods call hauntingly to the dead
While cries of phantoms pierce this foggy night of dread.
Echoes of footsteps following, yet no one do I see;
Reality is slipping by while night mares are chasing me.
Silently the bats flit by on their fateful flights
As slowly rises a cold, dead moon casting shadows on the night.
Demons sing their night-songs and chase me through my dreams,
And in my sweat-soaked body my heart is bursting at its seams.
Clutching come the talons, dripping blood on to the floor;
Chanting walk the spirits dead millennia and more.
And in the night pass terrors that cause my mind to scream.
Fear not, my pretty pet, ‘tis only Halloween.

